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Iran takes protest to UNSC over Israeli crimes
Thu Feb 23, 2012 7:35AM GMT

Iran has delivered a protest note to the UN

Security  Council  (UNSC),  condemning

Israel  for  carrying  out  a  host  of  hostile

activities  with  “impunity”  against  the

Islamic Republic.

In  a  protest  letter  on  Wednesday,  Iran's

Ambassador  to  the  UN  Mohammad  Khazaei

censured Israel’s countless acts of crime against

Tehran,  saying  Tel  Aviv  has  carried  out  “covert

operations, cyber warfare, psychological war and

assassinations  of  nuclear  scientists,”  on  top  of

threatening to wage a war on Iran.

"These  operations,  as  well  as  attributing  the

violent  acts,  are  part  of  the general  war  game

waged  by  this  regime  against  Iran,"  the  letter

added.

“Regrettably, the impunity with which the (Israeli)

regime has been allowed to carry out its crimes

thus far, has emboldened it to continue and even

increase its blatant defiance of the most basic and

fundamental  principles  of  international  law  and

the United Nations Charter," it went on to read.

Khazaei also made reference to a string of recent

bomb  attacks  on  Israeli  diplomatic  targets  in

several  countries  and  refuted  Tel  Aviv’s

allegations that Iran was involved in the incidents.

Iran  “categorically  rejects  the  allegations

concerning  any  involvement  of  its  officials  or

organizations  in  the  recent  purported  terrorist

operations against Israeli  targets in a number of

countries,  namely  Thailand,  India,  Georgia  or

Azerbaijan,” the envoy's letter further said.

On February 14, a man hurled a grenade at Thai

police and a cab in Bangkok. The attacker  was
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injured seriously in the blast. Bangkok police say

they found Iranian identification documents on the

maimed man.

Earlier in the day, a house rented by three men,

who police say were Iranians, exploded when a

cache  of  explosives  reportedly  went  off  by

accident. Soon afterwards, there was a third blast

on a nearby road, Thai police said.

The three explosions in Bangkok happened a day

after bomb attacks targeted Israeli  embassy staff

in India and Georgia.

Israeli  Prime Minister  Benjamin  Netanyahu  was

swift to accuse Iran of orchestrating the attacks.
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